Redwood Project Rubric

Beginning

Approaching

Proficient

Advanced

*Introduction needs to better
outline the writing

*Introduction somewhat
outlines the writing

*Introduction does a good job
of outlining the writing

*Introduction does a great job
of outlining the writing

*Introduction needs to interest
the reader better

*Introduction interests the
reader somewhat

*Introduction does a good job
of interesting the reader

*Introduction does a great job
of interesting the reader

*The topic sentences need to
better outline the body
paragraphs

*The topic sentences outline
the body paragraphs

*The topic sentences outline
the body paragraphs well

*The topic sentences outline
the body paragraphs very
well

*Details need to better support
and explain the topic
sentences

*Details somewhat support
and explain the topic sentences

*Details explain and support
the topic sentences

*Details fully explain and
support the topic sentences

*Details need much better
arrangement in the paragraphs

*Details may need better
arrangement in the paragraphs

*Details are well arranged
in the paragraphs

*Details are very well arranged
in the paragraphs

*The details have many errors
and need correcting

*The details have multiple or
major errors

*The details are nearly 100%
accurate

*The details are 100%
accurate

*The conclusion needs to
better wrap up the piece of
writing

*The conclusion is average
in wrapping up the piece of
writing

*The conclusion is good
in wrapping up the piece of
writing

*The conclusion is excellent
in wrapping up the piece of
writing

*Organization of the writing
needs much improvement
for the details to flow
smoothly

*Organization of the writing
needs some improvement for
the details to flow smoothly

*Organization of the writing is
good and the details flow
smoothly

*Organization of the writing is
logical and the details flow
very smoothly

*The sentence structure needs
improvement and interferes
with the understanding of the
material in too many places

*The sentence structure is
average and may interfere
with the understanding of the
material in some places

*The sentence structure is
good and does not interfere
with the understanding of the
material

*The sentence structure is
excellent and does not interfere
with the understanding of the
material

*The vocabulary is less than
average in holding the
reader’s attention

*The vocabulary is average in
holding the reader’s
attention

*The vocabulary is interesting
and holds the reader’s
attention well

*The vocabulary is interesting
and holds the reader’s
attention very well

*Three or more paragraphs are
missing

*Two paragraphs are missing

*One paragraph is missing

*All paragraphs have been
written

*The writing is a less than
average resource on the
topic

*The writing is an average
resource on the topic

*The writing is a good
resource on the topic

*The writing is an outstanding
resource on the topic

*Spelling has too many errors
that should have been found in
editing

*Spelling has many errors that
should have been found in
editing

*Spelling has minor errors
and all high usage words are
correct

*Spelling is perfect/nearly
perfect and challenge words
have been used

*Conventions have errors that
should have been found in
editing; some are major

*Conventions have a small
number of errors, none of
which are major

*Conventions have many errors
that should have been found in
editing
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*Conventions are perfect or have
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